
Heated HEAT vest and battery pack - Lenz
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17907-Heated-HEAT-vest-and-battery-pack-Lenz

SKU Designation French Law Colors Clothing size MSRP

VC6830 Vest HEAT Lenz - TS Vente libre Black  S  323.00 € incl. tax

VC6831 Vest HEAT Lenz - TM Vente libre Black  M  323.00 € incl. tax

VC6832 Vest HEAT Lenz - TL Vente libre Black  L  323.00 € incl. tax

VC6833 Vest HEAT Lenz - S.XL Vente libre Black  XL  323.00 € incl. tax

Heated underwear with control via integrated buttons or smartphone!

More comfort thanks to a warm back.
The HEAT heated jacket keeps you warm for a maximum of 3 to 11 hours and can be set in three
levels.
Control adjustment by smartphone or directly on the battery in the pocket.
Supplied with 2 batteries. and USB charger.

Lenz heated clothing makes it possible to stay on the lookout or in hunting action comfortably even in cold or
wet weather.

Thanks to their 3 heating levels, they adapt to all uses and offer maximum autonomy. Resolutely modern,
they can be controlled directly from your tablet or smartphone.

Upper fabric: 84% polyamide 16% spandex
Inner fabric: 100% polyester

The men's heated vest guarantees a warm back at the push of a button. The integrated heating element is
imperceptibly connected to the lithium packs (available as an option), which are placed under the ribs of the
torso.

The sleeveless vest has a narrow cut to guarantee direct heat transmission. It is worn as a bottom layer.
Breathable material dries quickly and resists abrasion.

In warmer temperatures, the heat vest 1.0 men can be worn without the lithium packs for sports, work and
leisure. It folds up easily and takes up little space.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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